A STREET SYMPHONY
Music Arrangement: Joseph Giampino (SPCLGST)
Music (in show order): Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; Juelz Santana; Mýa featuring Jay-Z; Monica featuring Missy Elliott and Busta Rymes; Missy Elliott featuring Nas, Eve, Q-Tip, Lil’ Mo; Justin Timberlake; Ludwig van Beethoven; Nas
Choreography: Zalman Raffael
Costume Design: Jennifer Aiello
Lighting Design: Ross Kolman

OVERTURE

CLOCKWORK
ALICIA FABRY      MARCELO MARTINEZ
ASHLEY HATHAWAY   SARAH NEWTON   ALYSSA PILGER
COLBY TREAT      LINDSAY TURKEL
SEAN ARMSTRONG   ADAM CRAWFORD CHAVIS   SOKVANNARA SAR
ADAM SCHIFFER    NIKOLAI SMIRNOV

BEST OF ME
JAN BURKHARD     YEYGENY SHLAPKO

SO GONE
MARGARET SEVERIN-HANSEN
Dream Sequence
SOKVANNARA SAR

REMX
ALICIA FABRY    CECILIA ILLIESIU    ELICE MCKINLEY    RANDI OSETEK
SOKVANNARA SAR   NIKOLAI SMIRNOV

CRY ME A RIVER
LINDSAY PURRINGTON   ADAM CRAWFORD CHAVIS

TUNE UP
NIKOLAI SMIRNOV

I CAN
CECILIA ILLIESIU   RANDI OSETEK   MARGARET SEVERIN-HANSEN
FULL COMPANY

INTERMISSION

IDYLL
Music: Richard Wagner
Choreography: Robert Weiss
Lighting Design: Ross Kolman
This ballet is dedicated to John Malmstad
for a lifetime of friendship and for suggesting this music

LILYAN VIGO       TIMOUR BOURTASENKOV
MARGARET SEVERIN-HANSEN   GABOR KAPIN
JAN BURKHARD     PABLO JAVIER PEREZ

INTERMISSION

THE RITE OF SPRING
Music: Igor Stravinsky
(arrangement: For One Piano 4 Hands*)
Choreography: Christopher Stowell
Assistant to the Choreographer: Anne Mueller
Scenic and Lighting Design: Michael Mazzola
Pianists: Tad Hardin, Anatoly Larkin
*Arranged for two pianos by Anatoly Larkin

LARA O’BRIEN      MARCELO MARTINEZ
LOLA COOPER    ASHLEY HATHAWAY   CECILIA ILIESIU
SARAH NEWTON      LINDSAY TURKEL
SEAN ARMSTRONG   ADAM CRAWFORD CHAVIS   SOKVANNARA SAR
ADAM SCHIFFER    NIKOLAI SMIRNOV

ALICIA FABRY     YEYGENY SHLAPKO

FULL COMPANY
Kelly Ford    Talya Krumholz   Elice McKinley   Elizabeth Ousley   Colby Treat
Manuel Barriga   Reigner Bethune   Calvin Bittner   Cameron McCune   Zalman Raffael